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X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) is a powerful element-selective tool to

analyze the oxidation states of atoms in complex compounds, determine their

electronic configuration, and identify unknown compounds in challenging

environments. Until now the low efficiency of wavelength-dispersive X-ray

spectrometer technology has limited the use of XES, especially in combination

with weaker laboratory X-ray sources. More efficient energy-dispersive

detectors have either insufficient energy resolution because of the statistical

limits described by Fano or too low counting rates to be of practical use. This

paper updates an approach to high-resolution X-ray emission spectroscopy that

uses a microcalorimeter detector array of superconducting transition-edge

sensors (TESs). TES arrays are discussed and compared with conventional

methods, and shown under which circumstances they are superior. It is also

shown that a TES array can be integrated into a table-top time-resolved X-ray

source and a soft X-ray synchrotron beamline to perform emission spectroscopy

with good chemical sensitivity over a very wide range of energies.

1. Introduction

X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) analyzes the X-ray spec-

trum generated when outer-shell electrons fill an empty core

state (de Groot & Kotani, 2008; Sa, 2014). A wide variety of

particles or X-ray sources can be used to generate the essential

core hole. It can be generated by, for example, broad-band

generators like X-ray tubes (Als-Nielsen & McMorrow, 2011),

the electrons of a scanning electron microscope (Wollman et

al., 2000; Newbury et al., 2005) [in this context known as

wavelength-dispersive or energy-dispersive X-ray spectro-

scopy (WDX/EDX)] or laser-based pulsed X-ray sources

(Uhlig et al., 2013; Sa, 2014). The following discussion will

focus on, but not be limited to, the photon-in/photon-out

approach using X-ray radiation as excitation. XES can be used

to investigate bulk materials under a broad range of envir-

onmental conditions. The spectrum of the emitted X-rays

reveals valuable information about the energy and density of

the occupied orbitals from which these electrons originate and

is therefore sensitive to chemical information including among

other things coordination, oxidation and spin state (de Groot

& Kotani, 2008; Sa, 2014; Bergmann & Glatzel, 2009; Als-

Nielsen & McMorrow, 2011; Vankó et al., 2006, 2013; Gallo &

Glatzel, 2014).
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The improved technology and theoretical understanding of

XES has led to an increased demand for experimental

installations with sufficient energy resolution to analyze the

spectrum of the emitted secondary radiation. At experimental

stations with a selectable monochromatic excitation, the

addition of XES allows for the use of more techniques like,

for example, high-energy-resolution fluorescence detection

(HERFD) spectroscopy or resonant inelastic X-ray scattering

(RIXS) (Bergmann & Glatzel, 2009; Glatzel et al., 2012).

Historically, high-resolution XES has been limited to high-flux

X-ray sources including beamlines at large-scale facilities, e.g.

synchrotrons and free-electron lasers, or demanded excitation

from highly radioactive materials, focused sources or a

combination thereof (Sa, 2014; Vankó et al., 2013; Kleymenov

et al., 2011; Glatzel et al., 2012). These limitations have mostly

been caused by the low efficiency of detection systems with

sufficient spectral resolution, and extreme and expensive

measures are being undertaken to overcome these limitations

(ESRF, 2014; Alonso-Mori et al., 2012a). While the most

detailed information can be extracted when the instrumental

resolution is narrower than the lifetime broadening of the line

in question, in many cases slightly poorer energy resolution is

sufficient. In practice it may be desirable to trade some energy

resolution for dramatically increased detection efficiency and

therefore reduced requirements on the beam flux. A high

excitation flux used on a very small sample spot puts a high

demand on the radiation hardness of the materials to be

studied, or requires large sample volumes and rapid sample

replacement.

This paper discusses and compares contemporary energy-

dispersive (ED) low-temperature-detector (LTD) technology

designed for high count rates with wavelength-dispersive

(WD) technology to indicate the advantages and drawbacks of

these two detection approaches. In particular, the potential

efficiency advantages of emerging LTD array technologies are

highlighted and it is shown that the resolution limits and early

results from these devices compare favorably with many

elemental line widths.

WD spectrometers use optical elements and position-

sensitive or spatially scanned detectors to achieve energy

resolution. The relevant technologies for soft X-rays and hard

X-rays differ significantly. Soft X-rays of a few 100 eV (XUV)

up to �1.5 keV are dispersed by use of gratings in large

vacuum chambers. These are based on grazing-angle reflec-

tions and thus require long pathlengths. Surface imperfections

do not allow the same approach for hard X-ray radiation,

which instead utilizes Bragg diffraction. High efficiency

requires a curved scatterer so that the Bragg condition can be

met for one energy at a range of positions on the optical

component. The size of crystalline optics is limited by, for

example, the bending radius of single-crystal materials, the

quality of the bent-crystalline media and the spatial and

financial resources available. Several large research facilities

have developed specialized beamlines with Johann or von

Hamos type spectrometers that combine multiple crystals

(Alonso-Mori et al., 2012b; ESRF, 2014; Bergmann & Cramer,

1998). Crystal d-spacing and elemental absorption edges

further complicate the design of a WD analyzer in the energy

region close to 2 keV. The resolution of WD analyzers

depends on the geometry of the setup, typically allowing a

maximum spot size of the exciting beam at the sample position

of several tens of micrometers in the dispersive direction

(Kleymenov et al., 2011). By contrast, an ED spectrometer is

able to observe a highly diffuse (many millimeters) beam spot

on a sample with no loss in performance, which has profound

consequences both for synchrotron-based XES of radiation-

sensitive samples and for XES performed with unfocused

laboratory-scale X-ray sources.

In many scenarios the X-ray flux available to excite a

sample is limited by source characteristics, e.g. small labora-

tory sources, bending-magnet beamlines, sources with special

temporal characteristics, or very high energy beamlines.

Radiation-sensitive samples including biological materials can

also effectively limit the permissible X-ray flux. High detection

efficiency is needed for the outgoing secondary X-rays in these

scenarios. The detection efficiency of ED devices can be much

higher than those of WD approaches because ED detectors do

not suffer placement constraints or the Bragg–Darwin losses

(Darwin, 1914) typical for narrow-band spectral designs.

Most energy-dispersive detectors rely on charge generation

in a semiconductor such as silicon or germanium. Stochastic

processes during the creation of the charge cloud from an

initial interaction (usually photoelectric or Compton) limit

the energy resolution possible with this approach to levels

inadequate for many X-ray spectroscopies including XES

and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) (Ahmed, 2014;

Janesick, 2001; Fraser et al., 1994; Fullagar et al., 2008). The

best achievable resolution for detectors based on silicon is

�125 eV at 6 keV (Fano, 1947; van Roosbroeck, 1965;

Lechner et al., 1996).

The operating principle and resolution limits of emerging

energy-dispersive low-temperature sensors are fundamentally

different and more favorable. In microcalorimeter LTDs the

energy of an absorbed photon is distributed among low-

energy modes in the absorber (thermalized), and the thermal

energy is measured by resistive or magnetic transduction. The

resulting thermal flow to a cold bath or a dynamic electrical

bias cools the pixel by a nearly exponential temperature decay

to its quiescent state [for a schematic see Fig. 1(a)]. In a

transition edge sensor the temperature rise of the thin sensing

bilayer stays within the very steep transition from super-

conducting to normal conducting state allowing for the

necessary precision measurement (Bennett et al., 2012).

Fig. 1(b) shows the typical electrical response of a single

detector during an absorption event. To achieve useful system

count rates and collection areas, arrays of pixels are required.

Instruments based on arrays as shown in Fig. 1(c) have

emerged very recently.

In the following, the spectral resolution, collection effi-

ciency and count-rates of LTDs are compared with those of

WD techniques. For many applications this technology is not

only a viable alternative but also can enable new science. This

paper focuses on transition edge sensor microcalorimeters

because this low-temperature-sensor technology provides at
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the moment the most favorable combination of maturity and

performance for XES. However, other types of micro-

calorimeters, particularly those based on magnetic transduc-

tion (Bandler et al., 2012), are an active topic of research and

may offer better performance in the future.

2. Energy resolution

The energy resolution of a properly designed micro-

calorimeter is limited by power fluctuations between the

sensor and thermal bath and by broad-band noise contribu-

tions from Johnson fluctuations or the read-out amplifier. The

energy resolution is proportional to ðkBT 2CÞ1=2 where C is the

device heat capacity and T is the temperature (Moseley et al.,

1984). The constant of proportionality depends on the details

of the temperature transduction. The thermometer in a tran-

sition edge sensor (TES) is a thin metal

film electrically biased between the

superconducting and normal states.

Because of the finite temperature

width of the resistive transition in a

TES, it can be shown that sensor reso-

lution is proportional to ðEmaxÞ
1=2 where

Emax is the largest energy the device can

absorb before losing sensitivity at the

top of the resistive transition (Ullom et

al., 2005). In the simplest picture of TES

operation the resolution of a particular

device designed for Emax is constant for

photon energies below Emax. In practice,

the saturation point is not so rigidly

defined. The resolution begins to

degrade due to nonlinearity before reaching Emax and some

sensitivity is preserved at even higher energies. Recent

developments in pulse-processing algorithms show the

potential for achieving good energy resolution in pulses

traditionally considered saturated (Bandler et al., 2006).

A TES detector designed for 5900 eV recently achieved a

resolving power of E=�E ’ 3700, or 1.6 eV full width at half-

maximum (FWHM) (Smith et al., 2012). This observed Mn K�
energy resolution is shown in Fig. 2 as a red star. The predicted

energy resolution as a function of energy is shown as a solid

red line based on E 1=2 scaling of this result (Ullom et al., 2005).

Approximately the same resolution is expected for this device

at 600 eV. If the same device had been designed with a

saturation energy of 600 eV instead, the expected resolution

would be better than 0.51 eV.

A different device optimized for a lower Emax showed

0.9 eV FWHM at 1.5 keV (Bandler et al., 2013) and is also
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Figure 2
Present and future resolution of microcalorimeter detectors compared with natural line widths of K�-, K�- and L�-lines of a number of elements.
Resolving powers of 8000 (green dash-dot) and 1200 (grey dash-dot) are shown which are realistic for a high-efficiency crystal analyzer and grating,
respectively.

Figure 1
(a) Diagram of a single microcalorimeter pixel. The photon is thermalized in a high-Z absorber,
typically bismuth or gold. The absorbing film is thermally connected to a thin-film thermometer and
these two elements comprise a pixel. Each pixel is connected to the cold bath by an engineered
thermal link. The carefully measured integral under the signal shown in (b) varies with the energy
and allows retrieval of the photon energy. (c) Photograph of a microcalorimeter array package
(Uhlig, 2011).



shown as a red star in Fig. 2. Both results lie close to the solid

red line, confirming the validity of the scaling argument. While

these single-pixel results are the best TES-based resolution

values achieved to date, we caution that these performance

levels are not yet routine, particularly in multi-pixel instru-

ments. An average resolution of 2.6 eV at 5.9 keV was

obtained in a multi-pixel demonstration (Stiehl et al., 2012).

However, the potential of TES instruments is accurately

captured by the red line in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is a

dashed red line corresponding to speculative future resolution

values for TES microcalorimeters, that anticipates a resolution

reduction by 0.7 if the transition temperature of the result of

Smith et al. (2012) is reduced from 100 to 50 mK. Operating

temperatures below 50 mK are more challenging than 100 mK

but still readily achievable using modern cryogenics.

The intrinsic lifetime broadenings of the L�, K� and K�
transition lines from the xraylib database (Schoonjans et al.,

2011) are shown as triangles and circles in Fig. 2 for compar-

ison. TES microcalorimeters already achieve an energy reso-

lution significantly better than all the L� linewidths, and their

resolution falls below the K� linewidths for elements above

Ti. The dashed red curve indicates that the potential TES

resolution is narrower than the intrinsic K� linewidths

for elements above Ar. The performance of TES micro-

calorimeters is thus already good enough to resolve most of

the intrinsic linewidths shown in Fig. 2 and that ambitious but

realistic improvements in TES performance will leave only

first- and second-row K� linewidths unresolved.

The green dot-dashed line in Fig. 2 corresponds to E=�E =

8000. This is a reasonable resolving power for a high-efficiency

crystal-based spectrometer and is sufficient to resolve all the

natural linewidths. This value was taken as typical for a

spectrometer with several overlapping non-perfect crystalline

analyzers in Johann geometry or a multi-element von Hamos

design (Kleymenov et al., 2011). As with all Bragg analyzers,

throughput and energy resolution can be interchanged to

optimize for a particular experiment or technique.

Fig. 2 does not show the resolution possible with more

conventional direct detectors like silicon drift detectors

(SDDs) because the resolution of these devices is too poor to

fit in the displayed range (Newbury et al., 2005). A modern

high-quality SDD has 125 eV FWHM resolution at 5.9 keV

which cannot resolve XES features (Oxford, 2014; Ketek,

2014; Amptek, 2014).

Another type of low-temperature detector, the super-

conducting tunnel junction (STJ), has been used previously

for beamline science (Lordi et al., 2003; Shiki et al., 2012). Like

a SDD, the resolution of an individual STJ is limited by Fano

statistics in the creation of excitations, and scales as the square

root of the energy of the absorbed photon. The purpose of this

paper is not a comprehensive comparison of detector tech-

nologies but we briefly comment on the energy resolution of

STJs. At 400 eV, resolution as good as 2.45 eV FWHM has

been demonstrated although values of 5–10 eV are more

common (Verhoeve et al., 2010; Carpenter et al., 2013; Shiki et

al., 2012). Achieving good resolution at energies above 1 keV

has proven difficult for STJs due to a variety of factors. The

best STJ resolution achieved to date at 5.9 keV is 12 eV

FWHM in an unusual device geometry that has not been

explored further (Angloher et al., 2002). A more typical STJ

resolution at 5.9 keV is 16.6 eV FWHM (Verhoeve et al.,

2010). The black stars in Fig. 2 show the resolution results of

Verhoeve et al. (2010). The dotted black line shows the

expected E 1=2 scaling with a discontinuity near 1 keV to reflect

performance differences at high and low energies. It can be

seen that STJs do not resolve most of the natural linewidths in

the plot including all the linewidths above about 1 keV. While

not suitable for XES, the resolution and high per pixel count

rates of STJs are well suited to some other applications such as

partial fluorescence yield absorption spectroscopy.

3. Collecting efficiency

The very high X-ray-collecting efficiency of a TES-array

spectrometer is its principal advantage over a wavelength-

dispersive spectrometer based on a grating or crystals. Here,

in comparing efficiency among technologies, we use the

following definition of total collecting efficiency: the fraction

of the total 4� sr (�) solid angle around the sample that is

intercepted by the spectrometer at each energy times the

quantum efficiency (QE) of the spectrometer’s various

elements. Included in the QE are the absorption efficiency of

detectors, reflectivity of mirrors, gratings and crystals, and the

transmission, T, of media such as windows and air. In addition,

if a spectrometer must be scanned in energy, the total effi-

ciency is divided by the number of energy steps of typical

width required to produce the spectrum. For this we estimate

the step width to be the Darwin width of the crystal or the

typical slit settings. For our estimations we use a typical

collection width for a single emission line (e.g. 30 eVat 6 keV),

the mode in which many experiments are performed today.

The wide energy acceptance of energy-dispersive TES

detectors poses new opportunities and also challenges. The

ability to measure several different spectral lines simulta-

neously will open new scientific possibilities, contribute to

measurement efficiency, and enable intensity comparisons

between widely separated energy features. However, in many

scenarios, unwanted photons will be present along with the

photons of interest, and TES spectrometers must have suffi-

cient count-rate capability to measure both the wanted and

unwanted populations or else their effective collecting effi-

ciency will be smaller than their physical efficiency. Count

rates are further discussed in the next section.

For soft X-rays of a few hundred eV up to �2 keV ruled

gratings presently dominate XES instrumentation. This

important range includes the K� lines of C, N and O and L�
lines of the 3d transition metals. An example of a high-

collection-efficiency grating spectrometer is the variable-line-

spacing (VLS) spectrometer designed for beamline 8 at the

Advanced Light Source (Fuchs et al., 2009). Table 1 compares

its efficiency with that of a contemporary NIST TES array. At

the N K� line (400 eV) the VLS spectrometer collects a solid

angle of 11.2 mrad � 18.0 mrad with a total QE of 0.052

(including the reflectivity of the focusing mirror and grating
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and the QE of the CCD detector). The grating does not need

to be scanned in energy to collect an XES spectrum. Thus the

total collecting efficiency of this VLS spectrometer is 8.3 �

10�7 of all photons emitted into the N K� line. This spectro-

meter achieves a resolving power of�1000 across the sub-keV

band, or �E FWHM = 0.4 eV at 400 eV. The NIST 240-TES

soft-X-ray spectrometer recently deployed to beamline 29-ID

at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) has a total collecting

efficiency of 1.5� 10�4, or more than two orders of magnitude

higher. Each TES has a collimated active area of 104 mm �

84 mm and a 1 mm-thick Bi absorber that provides unity

absorption for sub-keV X-rays. The cryogenic TESs are

protected from infrared photons by three 100 nm freestanding

Al filters. Although the samples are held in a UHV chamber,

the present incarnation of the APS spectrometer includes a

Moxtek AP3 (one-atmosphere) vacuum window for the safety

of the spectrometer during beamline commissioning; this will

be removed for future UHV operation and thus its absorption

is not included in the efficiency calculations in Table 1. The

minimum distance between sample and the TES array is 2 cm.

This TES array is designed for energy resolution of about

1.0 eV across the sub-keV X-ray band with Emax ’ 2 keV.

For X-ray energies above 2.5 keV a variety of bent-crystal

Bragg-diffraction geometries are used. The three most

common are the Johann, Johannson and von Hamos geome-

tries. Detailed descriptions of each can be found in the

literature (Hayashi et al., 2004; Hudson et al., 2007; Schülke,

2007; Huotari et al., 2005; Alonso-Mori et al., 2012b). Unless

extreme designs are chosen [e.g. the 72-crystal spectrometer at

ESRF ID-20 (ESRF, 2014)], the overall efficiencies of these

spectrometers typically fall within the same order of magni-

tude.

Table 2 compares the efficiency of a 240-TES hard-X-ray

spectrometer installed in a time-resolved XAS experiment at

NIST (Miaja Avila et al., 2013, 2015) with two representative

high-efficiency crystal spectrometers [the five-crystal Johann-

geometry spectrometer at ESRF ID26 (Kleymenov et al.,

2011) and a von Hamos spectrometer installed at the XPP

beamline at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)

(Alonso-Mori et al., 2012a,b)]. The crystal spectrometers

achieve total collecting efficiencies (for one emission line of

30 eV width) of �5.2 � 10�6 and �2.2 � 10�5, respectively

(see the supporting information). By contrast, the TES array

has a total efficiency of 3.8 � 10�3, more than two orders of

magnitude higher. Each TES has a collimated active area of

320 mm� 305 mm and a 4 mm-thick Bi absorber. As in the soft-

X-ray TES array, three 100 nm-Al filters are required to block

infrared loading. Here, a 150 mm Be vacuum window allows

the spectrometer to observe samples at ambient pressure. This

TES array is designed for energy resolution of �3 eV FWHM

at 5.9 keV.

An energy range in which TES spectrometers have addi-

tional advantages is �1.5–2.5 keV, which covers the K-line

emission of Si, P and S and is difficult to access via gratings or

crystals. Energies above 1.5 keV become increasingly difficult

for gratings due to decreasing X-ray reflectivity and surface

imperfections in the gratings. The common crystal materials

that are obtainable in very high quality at practical prices via

the semiconductor industry are Si and Ge. Both have a

minimum energy for Bragg reflection (h111i plane, normal

incidence) of 2.0 keV and 1.9 keV, which is close to their

respective absorption edges. Physical restraints due to the high

diffraction angle often set the practical limit closer to 2.3–

2.5 keV.

Fig. 3 shows the efficiency of microcalorimeter instruments

at different energies. The plot contains the hard X-ray array

with and without a Moxtek AP3.3 vacuum window (marked as

3 eV system) as well as the soft X-ray system and a compar-

ison with the diffractive analyzers. Future LTD X-ray spec-

trometers will be even larger and more capable.

4. Count rates

Without the spectral windowing of dispersive optical elements,

count rate capability is an important metric for TES perfor-

mance. The maximum count rate for a TES spectrometer

depends on a variety of factors. Count rate and energy reso-

lution for each pixel and of the array as a whole are discussed.

A rule of thumb for the maximum count rate per pixel

without significant dead-time or resolution degradation is

1/20� where � is the 1/e recovery time of a pulse [see Doriese et
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Table 2
Comparison of the total collecting efficiencies at 5.9 keV of the TES hard-
X-ray spectrometer array presently used in the NIST laser laboratory and
two representative high-efficiency crystal spectrometers [the five-crystal
Johann-geometry spectrometer at ESRF ID26 (Kleymenov et al., 2011)
and the 16-crystal von Hamos spectrometer at the LCLS (Alonso-Mori et
al., 2012a,b)].

Details of the estimates can be found in the text and the supporting
information. The solid-angle coverage (�) of the TES array assumes a sample
distance of 2 cm, the minimum practical distance for most samples.

Johann von Hamos
5 crystals 16 crystals TES array

E (keV) 5.9 5.9 5.9
�/4� sr per collection step 3.1 � 10�3 2.2 � 10�4 4.7 � 10�3

QE �0.1 �0.1 0.80
Collection steps 60 – –
Total efficiency 5.2 � 10�6 2.2 � 10�5 3.8 � 10�3

Table 1
Comparison of the total collecting efficiencies of the TES soft-X-ray (sub-
keV) spectrometer array installed at APS 29-ID and a representative
high-efficiency grating spectrometer [the VLS grating of ALS BL8.0
(Fuchs et al., 2009)].

The TES array has 240 sensors, each of which has an active area of 104 mm �
84 mm and unity QE for sub-keV X-rays. The solid-angle coverage (�) of the
TES array assumes a sample distance of 2 cm, the minimum practical distance
for most samples

C K� N K� O K�

E (eV) 275 400 525
TES �/4� sr 4.2 � 10�4 4.2 � 10�4 4.2 � 10�4

T 300 nm Al 0.072 0.35 0.58
TES total efficiency 3.0 � 10�5 1.5 � 10�4 2.4 � 10�4

VLS �/4� sr 1.6 � 10�5 1.6 � 10�5 1.6 � 10�5

VLS total efficiency 9.9 � 10�7 8.3 � 10�7 7.5 � 10�7



al. (2009) and supporting information]. The recovery time

depends on measurable parameters such as the device heat

capacity and bias power. In a single TES with � = 200� 10�6 s,

spectral resolution as good as 2.3 eV at 6 keV has been

achieved at 100 Hz and 99.6% photon acceptance rate (Lee et

al., 2014). A complete theory exists to predict � in the small

signal limit (Irwin & Hilton, 2005). For a TES micro-

calorimeter pixel the required dead-time depends on the

details of the pulse recording/processing algorithms. While a

detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, a brief

note on this topic can be found in the supporting information.

Models for other detector types are debated in the literature

(see, for example, Sobott et al., 2013; Neri et al., 2010; Kishi-

moto, 1997; Bateman, 2000).

An attractive quality of TESs is the availability of SQUID-

multiplexer readout. In time-, frequency- and code-division

SQUID multiplexing, multiple sensors are measured with a

single amplifier chain. Multiplexing has enabled large TES

arrays (Bennett et al., 2012; Holland et al., 2013) because it

reduces the number of readout amplifiers and the number of

connections to the cryogenic detector package. Because

amplifier bandwidth is always finite, multiplexed readout

imposes particularly strict lower limits on �. The specifications

of the ongoing ATHENA project (den Herder et al., 2012)

provide a useful guide to likely TES performance on the few-

year timescale. Anticipated performance levels include

recovery times � near 200 � 10�6 s, multiplexing factors of

30–40 sensors per amplifier chain, and total array sizes of a

thousand or more TESs. The total count rate of such a spec-

trometer will exceed 105 Hz for a source obeying Poisson

temporal statistics. In addition to time-, frequency- and code-

division multiplexing at MHz frequencies, other multiplexing

techniques are under development based on microwave

readout techniques with potentially orders of magnitude

larger bandwidth (Noroozian et al., 2013). While less mature,

these techniques may enable significantly faster sensors and

larger arrays.

Cross-talk is present in practical multiplexed arrays and

pulse pileup has to be considered at high count rates. Higher

count rates are possible if some resolution degradation from

cross-talk among pixels and pileup within a pixel can be

tolerated. Traditional signal processing for TESs and most

LTDs relies on an optimal filter constructed from knowledge

of the average pulse shape and noise (Szymkowiak et al.,

1993). This type of filtering requires the digitization of

complete pulse records that are free from pileup pulses. In

addition, the optimal filter is often constructed in such a way

that longer time records give better resolution (Doriese et al.,

2009). As a result, traditional pulse processing for TESs is

extremely sensitive to pileup and the output count rate suffers

at high input rates.

Pulse pileup is significantly easier to address in sensors with

a linear response to the deposited energy. Pulse-processing

algorithms have recently been developed that can be applied

to TES pulses in the presence of the decaying tail of a

preceding pulse (Tan et al., 2008; Alpert et al., 2013). However,

TESs are sometimes nonlinear; for example, when measuring

photons with energy near Emax where resolving power is

highest. Pulse-processing algorithms for nonlinear detectors in

the presence of pileup is an active research area. Similarly,

work is also ongoing on algorithms for the recovery of high

spectral resolution without the strict trade-off between record

length and resolution (Alpert et al., 2013).

The maximum count rate observed in wavelength-disper-

sive systems depends on many design parameters and espe-

cially the sample under study. Specialized high-flux beamlines

like ID26 at the ESRF (Kleymenov et

al., 2011) can reach MHz count rates

if studying highly concentrated and

radiation resilient samples. More typical

count rates are around a few kHz.

Energy-dispersive silicon drift detectors

are typically operated with peaking

times of a few microseconds to preserve

their 125 eV energy resolution

(Amptek, 2014), resulting in count rates

of at most a few 100 kHz. Very new

systems reduce the shaping time and

with it the energy resolution to achieve

a throughput of >1 MHz (Krings et

al., 2014; Bertuccio et al., 2015). As

discussed above, the next generation of

TES array detectors will offer similar

count rates, but with energy resolution

appropriate for XES.

5. Measurements

Here, we show two datasets that

demonstrate TES-based XES below
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Figure 3
Comparison of the detection efficiency for two contemporary microcalorimetric systems each in
freestanding (with vacuum window) and windowless operation. The efficiency limit only determined
by the detector fill factor is indicated (with unity absorption and without filter). Two wavelength-
dispersive systems designed for high efficiency are shown (see text).



10 keV and below 1 keV. The first demonstration used

a broad-band laboratory excitation source; the second used

narrow-band excitation at a synchrotron bending-magnet

beamline.

5.1. Hard X-ray emission spectroscopy with a plasma source
with sub-picosecond timing structure

For analyzing the time evolution of photo-driven chemical

reactions, it is often desirable to use X-ray techniques to

obtain element-specific information about atomic structure

and electronic activity (Chen et al., 2001; Canton et al., 2013,

2015; Vankó et al., 2013). Laser-driven ultrashort-pulse

laboratory X-ray sources are promising tools for studying

photo-activity because they are naturally synchronized to an

exciting optical laser pulse. To this end we developed a robust

X-ray source based on 800 nm, 50 fs Ti:sapphire laser pulses

focused on a water jet target. The source produces X-ray

pulses of sub-picosecond duration; details have been

published by Fullagar et al. (2007, 2008) and Uhlig et al. (2011).

By pairing the source with a TES microcalorimeter spectro-

meter, both time-resolved absorption spectroscopy (Uhlig

et al., 2013) and emission spectroscopy are possible in a

laboratory setting.

To demonstrate XES at the Fe K� line, we selected a target

of ferric oxide (Fe2O3), an iron III complex, in a polymer

matrix. The target was excited by broad-band bremsstrahlung

X-rays generated by the water-jet X-ray source. The micro-

calorimeter spectrometer was oriented toward the sample and

at 90� to the excitation beam so that direct X-rays from the

source were not observed. The distance between the spec-

trometer and sample was 8 cm.

The measured X-ray emission spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.

The challenge and strength of direct detection devices is the

collection of all emitted photons. The left-hand inset shows all

the collected photons in 1 eV bins; the Fe K� peak dominates

the full spectrum as expected. The K� spectrum is detailed

enough to permit chemical analysis and shows a prominent

K� 0 feature, the signature of a high-spin iron complex

(Haldrup et al., 2012; Vankó et al., 2006, 2013). The right-hand

inset shows the 7.1 keV region of the spectrum with a

smoothed line to guide the eye. This reveals features likely to

be K�2,5 or even K� 00 lines; these lines are three orders of

magnitude weaker than the K� feature. The energy resolution

in this early measurement was only 6 eV. The spectrometer is

presently capable of resolution better than 4 eVand still better

performance is possible as indicated in Fig. 2. The spectrum

in Fig. 4 was acquired over 8 h, at 5 Hz pixel�1 limited by the

source. However, subsequent increases in the array size (�12)

and the intensity of the exciting beam (flux rate �100) will

allow similar spectra to be captured in less than 1 min.

5.2. Nitrogen emission spectroscopy

A TES microcalorimeter spectrometer was installed in 2011

and is currently operated at the bending-magnet beamline

U7A of the National Synchrotron Light Source (Fischer,

2014). The microcalorimeter instrument has added XES

capability to U7A, where the soft X-ray energy range includes

the emission from ubiquitous carbon, nitrogen and oxygen.

Non-resonant nitrogen emission can be used to fingerprint

many compounds in scientific, industrial and security appli-

cations.

To demonstrate the ability of TESs to perform XES below

1 keV, we chose two nitrogen-bearing compounds used in

explosives: ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and RDX

(C3H6N6O6). While the security relevance of these compounds

is obvious, they also provide well defined and different

chemical environments for the constituent nitrogen. In parti-

cular, ammonium nitrate contains nitrogen atoms in both

highly oxidized and highly reduced environments.

The compounds were deposited on a cleaned Si[001] wafer,

dried and introduced into the vacuum of the beamline. The

spectrometer contained 45 TES pixels 5 cm from the sample

with 320 � 305 mm active area each and was oriented at 90� to

the excitation beam with the sample normal oriented at 45� to

the excitation beam. The material between the sample and

detectors consisted of 300 nm of aluminium and a Moxtek

AP3.3 vacuum window. Hence, the experimental configuration

was generally representative of future installations of micro-

calorimeter instruments and enabled a robust XES capability

at a beamline that was previously considered too dim for

this experimental technique. The primary excitation was

2 � 1010 photons s�1 in a few millimeters spot at 425 eV, but

harmonics of the primary energy were also present and these

excited transitions above 425 eV. The acquisition periods for

the NH4NO3 and RDX spectra were 29 min and 23 min,

respectively. At the time of the measurements, the spectro-

meter at U7A contained 45 active pixels; the currently

installed array contains 240 pixels. The energy-dispersive

operating principle of TESs allows the simultaneous collection

of X-rays over the full energy range of the spectrometer. As

a result, X-rays from carbon, nitrogen and oxygen were
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Figure 4
X-ray emission spectrum of Fe2O3. The material is identified as a high-
spin complex from the prominent K� 0 feature. The left-hand inset shows
the full K�/� range of the same spectrum. The right-hand inset shows an
expanded region of the same spectrum. After re-binning, the weaker
K�2,5 and K� 0 0 features are evident.



collected as shown in the inset to Fig. 5. The relative intensities

of the different elemental lines can be used to identify the

approximate ratio between the different atoms of the

compound if adjusted for emission probability and window

transmission.

Vila et al. performed an XES study of these compounds

using a grating spectrometer (Vila et al., 2011) at an undulator

beamline. With �1000� higher excitation flux than used in

our 45 pixel demo they achieved similar signal-to-noise ratios

in slightly longer (30 min) acquisition time. Their study

included a comparison with theoretical calculations and

proposed an identification of the components of the spectrum.

In our spectrum of (NH4NO3) two strong features (1 and 2)

can be identified. Referring to the calculations from Vila et al.

(2011), the features 2, 3 and 4 are associated with the highly

oxidized N in the nitrate moiety while feature 1 is associated

with the highly reduced N in the ammonia group. Because

RDX lacks the variety of nitrogen environments found in

ammonium nitrate, the RDX spectrum contains only one

dominant peak, feature 5, although smaller features, 6–8, are

clearly distinguishable. All spectral features identified in our

data are in excellent agreement with the measurements of Vila

et al. (2011).

From Fig. 5 we conclude that TESs can not only distinguish

nitrogen-containing compounds but also can collect high-

quality spectra for scientific interpretation and comparison

with theoretical models. However, even better spectral

performance is possible. The detector used in the experiment

was designed for a saturation energy near 10 keV and the

2.5 eV instrument response function (also shown in Fig. 5)

reflects this large dynamic range. As discussed previously, TES

detectors optimized for a lower saturation energy of 600 eV

could achieve resolution as good as 0.6 eV. With the high

collection efficiency of large arrays, it is possible to collect very

weak or attenuated signals. Signal attenuation might arise

from operating the detector outside of a UHV chamber. An

example of the latter case is the identification and study of

materials in a helium-filled environment. The absorption of

nitrogen K� X-rays in 3 cm of helium at 1 atm is 50%. Path-

lengths and attenuation factors of this magnitude are quite

acceptable for a microcalorimeter spectrometer. In contrast,

likely pathlengths in a wavelength-dispersive instrument are

much longer, so the increased attenuation poses a greater

experimental challenge.

6. Conclusions

Contemporary microcalorimeter arrays offer a viable alter-

native to wavelength-dispersive X-ray energy analyzers for

XES. In photon-starved experiments or in work with radia-

tion-sensitive samples they can be the detector of choice,

thanks to extremely high efficiency combined with adequate

energy resolution, easy handling and simple physical align-

ment. Microcalorimeter arrays have begun to find XES

applications, when paired with laboratory and ultrafast

sources, electron microscopes and synchrotron beamlines. The

broad energy acceptance changes not only how X-ray emis-

sion spectra are acquired but also makes microcalorimeters

uniquely suited as general purpose X-ray spectrometers.
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